
To: Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) 

From: Victoria Glasgow, AICP Candidate 
Neighborhood Planning Coordinator 

Date: September 11, 2020 

Subject:   122 Harrison Street Staff Finding 

Additions to buildings: The Residential Design Review Guidelines state that the rear of buildings is the 
best locations for the addition of rooms, wings, porches, or decks. Additions should be secondary (smaller 
and simpler) than the original building in scale, design, and placement. They should be of a compatible 
design in keeping with the original building's design, roof shape, materials, color, and location of window, 
door, and cornice heights. Additions may also be designed to appear distinguishable from the historic 
building. The recommended approach is for additions to reflect characteristics of the current period in 
design but compatible with the original building. 

The guidelines also state that additions should be built in a manner that avoids extensive removal or loss 
of historic materials and which does not damage or destroy the main architectural features of the 
building. They should keep the exterior walls of the original building as intact as possible and use existing 
door and window openings for connecting the addition to the building, and should be of materials 
compatible with the historic fabric of the house. 

Demolition: The Residential Design Review Guidelines state that demolitions of any original feature or 
part of a historic building should be avoided. 

Gutters and downspouts: The Residential Design Review Guidelines state that builds should have 
downspouts located away from significant architectural features on the front of the building. 

Staircases and steps: The Residential Design Review Guidelines state that original concrete or brick steps 
and stairs should also be retained and repaired with materials to match. 

Windows: The Residential Design Review Guidelines state that windows of baked enamel or anodized 
aluminum are also acceptable, but these are more appropriate at the rear or sides of dwellings that are 
not visible from the street. 

Section 35.2‐13.4 (b) Staff Recommendation. Upon finding that the application is complete the City Planner 
shall prepare a report making findings and recommendations on the application and authorize notice to be 

provided in accordance with section 35.2‐13.5 (Notice and HPC Hearing). 



 
 

 
Mark Willard, on behalf of Jeannine Sobotka of 122 Harrison is petitioning to do the following: 
1. Demolish the rear two‐story clapboard addition 
2. Construct one‐story additions in rear where two‐story was 

a. Standing metal roof producing 0‐4” beyond original brick extension to create two enclosed 
entries 

b. Windows to be 6‐over‐1 aluminum‐clad, with raised panels underneath 
c. Layered frieze 18” – 22” in height 
d. Soffits to protrude 12”‐16” above frieze with half round gutters 
e. Corner boards 10” pilasters with Doric capitals and bases 
f. Trim to be composite materials 
g. Brick foundation to match house 

3. Remove exterior brick stairway and replace with enclosed bulkhead 
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VIII. GUIDELINES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION
________________________________________________________
The vacant lots in Lynchburg provide development opportunities for new construction. New
construction is welcome when it is compatible with properties along a block or street.
Compatible means reinforcing typical features that buildings display along the block such
as similar roof forms, materials, window and door sizes and placement, porch size and
location, and foundation heights. New buildings which are replications or reproductions of
historic designs are also appropriate for Lynchburg’s historic residential areas. It is important
that new construction coordinate with the dwellings found along its specific block. A design
that may be appropriate along one block may not work for a different block. Each new
building has to be evaluated within its exact location and context.

1. ADDITIONS TO BUILDINGS

POLICY:

In planning additions the best approach is to site additions where they will not be
visible from the street, or where they will have the least effect on the building's
overall form and plan. The rear of buildings is the best locations for the addition of
rooms, wings, porches, or decks. Enlarging a structure through adding additional
stories is not appropriate except at rear roof lines which are not readily visible.

Additions:

A. should be located at the rear of buildings, not on the front or sides of buildings
which are readily visible from the street.

B. should be secondary (smaller and simpler) than the original building in scale,
design, and placement.

C. should be of a compatible design in keeping with the original building's design,
roof shape, materials, color, and location of window, door, and cornice heights.

D. should not imitate an earlier historic style or architectural period. For example, a
Victorian-era Queen Anne style rear porch addition would not be appropriate for a
Colonial Revival house.

E. may be designed to appear distinguishable from the historic building. The
recommended approach is for additions to reflect characteristics of the current
period in design but compatible with the original building.

F. should be built in a manner that avoids extensive removal or loss of historic
materials and which does not damage or destroy the main architectural features
of the building.
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G. should keep the exterior walls of the original building as intact as possible and
use existing door and window openings for connecting the addition to the
building.

H. should not be made through framing or glassing in the front porch or a prominent
side porch.

I. should not be made through the addition of new stories at a readily visible
roofline.

J. should be of materials compatible with the historic fabric of the house. The use of
approved synthetic materials may be considered. (See Sub-Section 3.I: New
Buildings/Material and material color,

K. should not have skylights, decks, or balconies added where visible from the
street.

Appropriate size and scale for rear porch.

Appropriate size and scale for
rear addition. Appropriate scale for rear

additions
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Main façade…

Main façade…

Main façade…

…and added rear wing which is not readily
visible from the street.

…and appropriately scaled rear addition.

…and appropriate two-story wing.
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XI.  GUIDELINES FOR DEMOLITION 

________________________________________________________ 

POLICY: 

Property owners shall not allow their buildings and structures to deteriorate by failing to 
provide ordinary maintenance and repair. The City’s Historic Preservation Ordinance 
requires that historic properties be maintained in accordance with the standards of the 
Uniform Statewide Building Code. Demolition of a historic building that contributes to the 
character of the historic district will only be an action of last resort following review in 
accordance with the City’s Historic Preservation Ordinance.  

 Note: Non-contributing structures are typically listed in the historical survey 
documentation and are not subject to the same rigid review as contributing 
properties/structures. A structure not listed on the historical survey documentation at the 
time the primary property/structure or encompassing area was designated as historic 
and which clearly lacks historic character in its own right or does not contribute to the 
property’s historic character, may also be a non-contributing structure and could possibly 
be demolished pursuant to a determination by and approval of the HPC.  However, due 
caution must be taken by the HPC to ascertain whether the property in fact is non-
contributing. Interaction with local/ neighborhood historic/ preservation organizations/ 
societies is recommended where there may be questions regarding the property at 
issue. Public safety and welfare may be weighed more heavily in cases where the 
evidence of historical significance of the property does not exist. 

Demolition:  

A. Historic properties must be maintained in accordance with the standards of the Uniform 
Statewide Building Code (information on file with the HPC Secretary). Property owners 
cannot allow buildings to deteriorate by failing to provide ordinary maintenance or 
repair. Section 118.5 of the USBC permits the local building official to allow emergency 
repairs when it is determined that there is any immediate danger of a building collapsing 
or falling due to neglect or lack of maintenance.   

B. of any original feature or part of a historic building should be avoided. 

C. of a building which contributes to the historic or architectural significance of a locally 
designated district cannot occur, unless public safety and welfare requires the removal 
of the building or structure; 
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1.  a building has lost its architectural and historical value and its removal will 
improve the appearance of the neighborhood; 

2.  a building does not contribute to the historical or architectural character and 
importance of the district and its removal will improve the appearance of the 
neighborhood; or 

3.  the applicant has been unable to sell the property after having made an 
honest attempt to sell the building to an individual or organization that will 
preserve and restore the building.  

4.  the property owner has applied to and received approval from the city 
council. 

D. Removal of exterior features for any reason, whether due to neglect, deterioration, 
damage or willful removal is a violation of zoning ordinance 35.1-44.1 and is subject to 
penalties. Removal of exterior features is not a violation if it is ordered by the building 
commissioner pursuant to the provisions of the Uniform Statewide Building Code. 
Provisions of the Uniform Statewide Building Code can be found at   

 
http://www.dhcd.virginia.gov/StateBuildingCodesandRegulations/Virginia_Uniform_
Statewide_Building_Code.htm. 

  

COAs FOR DEMOLITION 

In order for a property owner to demolish a historic landmark, building, or structure he or she 
must: 

1) Apply to the City Council for such a right; 

2) Make an honest attempt to sell the property to any individual or organization giving 
reasonable assurance to preserve and restore the building or structure; 

3) Determine the market value of the property which can be determined by the City 
Assessor’s records, or upon the owner’s request by an Appraisal Committee appointed 
by the City Council. If after the fair market value has been determined and the owner 
has not been able to sell the property within the waiting time determined by the City, 
but not exceeding one year, the owner may receive permission for the demolition of 
the property from the HPC and obtain the necessary demolition permit from the City. 

4) Allow for offers to sell as determined by the fair market value of subject property are: 

   $25,000 or less……………...3 months 

   $25,000 to $40,000…..….….4 months 

   $40,000 to $55,000……….…5 months 

   $55,000 to $75,000……….…6 months 

   $75,000 to $90,000………….7 months 

   $90,000 or more…………….12 months 

5) If no offer to buy has come within the designated period, the owner can renew  
   his request for demolition to the City Council.  

http://www.dhcd.virginia.gov/StateBuildingCodesandRegulations/Virginia_Uniform_Statewide_Building_Code.htm
http://www.dhcd.virginia.gov/StateBuildingCodesandRegulations/Virginia_Uniform_Statewide_Building_Code.htm
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11. GUTTERS AND DOWNSPOUTS

POLICY:

Gutters and downspouts should be regularly maintained. Built in box gutters or hidden
gutters should be preserved and repaired as needed. If new hanging gutters are required,
half-round designs are the most historically accurate.

Gutters and Downspouts:

A. of boxed or built-in type should be repaired rather than replaced if possible.

B. of hang-on type should be half-round rather than "K" or ogee.

C. should have downspouts located away from significant architectural features on the
front of the building.

D. should provide proper drainage through use of downspouts and splashblocks to avoid
water damage to the building.

Box gutter and downspout at 2208 Rivermont Avenue.

Half round hanging gutters should be added
to historic buildings…

…not ogee gutters.
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23.  STAIRCASES AND STEPS  

POLICY:  

Wood stairs accessing porches should be rebuilt and replaced with new wood stairs to 
match the original. Original concrete or brick steps and stairs should also be retained and 

repaired with materials to match.   

Staircases and Steps: 

A. original to a property should be retained. Wood, concrete and brick stairs should be 
repaired with materials to match the original.  

B. on porches with wood floors should be replaced with wood rather than brick or 
concrete. The addition of brick, concrete, wrought iron steps for front porches of wood is 
discouraged but acceptable. Pre-cast concrete steps should not be added at entrances 
which are readily visible from the street.  

C. which are new should be designed with “graspable” handrails which are no larger than 
1-1/2” in diameter. These handrails can be attached to existing historic staircases when 
required to meet codes. 

D. of cast iron should be preserved and maintained.  

E. which never had handrails may have wood or metal handrails added if they are in 
keeping with the style and design of the building.    

 

 

 

 

Appropriate rebuilt staircase at 202-204 Harrison Street. 
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Rebuilt wood stair at 800-802 Rivermont 
Avenue.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Original cast iron stairs should be 
preserved and maintained (602 
Washington Street).  

 

Graspable handrails should be added to 
meet codes where required. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Original concrete stairs should be repaired 
as needed and maintained (478 Rivermont 
Avenue).  Appropriate handrails may be 
added for insurance and/or code 
compliance. 

 

 

 

 

Wood Grab Rail 

Top Rail 

Railing 
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25.  WINDOWS   

POLICY:  

Windows should be maintained or repaired to match the original design. If windows 
are deteriorated beyond repair, the installation of new wood windows to match the 
original designs is recommended. Windows of baked enamel or anodized aluminum 
are also acceptable, but these are more appropriate at the rear or sides of dwellings 
that are not visible from the street. Vinyl windows will generally not be approved. 
Original window openings should not be covered or concealed. They should also not 
be partially enclosed for the installation of smaller windows. New window openings 
should not be added on the fronts of dwellings and are discouraged but may be 
acceptable at the rear or sides if not visible from the street. The addition of window 
screens to historic windows is appropriate as long as the screens are full-view 
design or have a central meeting rail to match the historic window.  

Windows:  

A. should be preserved in their original location, size, and design and with their 
original materials and numbers of panes. 

B. should not be added to primary facades or to side facades where readily visible 
from the street. The addition of new window openings on rear facades may be 
acceptable. 

C. should be repaired rather than replaced.  A variety of methods and techniques 
exist for the repair of historic windows. The property/home owner must allow for 
visible inspection and/or provide physical evidence/pictures to support their claim 
that windows are not repairable.  If the HPC determines that replacement is 
necessary due to severe deterioration, the replacement should be in-kind to 
match the originals in material and design. The installation of baked enamel 
extruded aluminum windows may be acceptable. If aluminum windows are 
applied they should match historic wood windows as closely as possible in their 
profile, depth of muntins and surrounding trim. The use of vinyl windows for 
replacement of deteriorated windows is not generally acceptable.  Although 
discouraged, they may be considered for use at rear facades not readily visible 
from the street.. 

D. of steel or other metal designs and that are historic should be preserved and 
maintained, or replaced with new metal windows which are similar in appearance 
and materials. 

E. should not have snap-on, interior or flush muntins. These muntins are much 
thinner in profile than the muntins on historic windows and don't provide the 
window with the appearance of a historic window.  Simulated Divided Lights 
(SDL), where the muntin is on the outside of the exterior glass visually creating 
the appearance of a historic window is an acceptable alternative.   

F. screens and/or storms: should be of full-view design and of wood or aluminum 
with baked-on enamel of compatible trim color or anodized in dark colors  
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G. should not have security bars where visible from the street. 

 

 

Preserve and maintain original historic 
windows such as six-over-one wood sash 
(2308 Rivermont). 

 

 

Replacement windows of wood are 
preferred when replacing wood windows.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Original steel casement windows of the 
20

th
 century should also be repaired as 

needed and retained. 

 

 

 

 

Extruded Aluminum clad windows may 
also be appropriate. 



Certificate	of	Appropriateness	(COA)
City	of	Lynchburg

	
Submitted	On:
September	1,	2020	4:31pm
America/New_York

Email virginia.architect@gmail.com

Property	Address	(only	street
address	required)

122	Harrison	Street
Lynchburg
VA
24504

Parcel	ID	Number	(found	at	this	link:
https://etrakit.lynchburgva.gov/Search/parcel.aspx)

02335005

Choose	a	District Garland	Hill

Property	Owner	Name Jeannine	Sobotka

Property	Owner	Address 100	Buckhead	Road,	Apt.	206
Lynchburg
VA
24502

Property	Owner	Phone 7035956124

Property	Owner	Email jeannine.sobotka@gmail.com

I	understand	that	submission	of
this	application	authorizes	the
entry	onto	the	property	by	the
Historic	Preservation	Commission,
City	Staff	and	City	Council	during
the	normal	discharge	of	their
duties	in	regard	to	this
application.

Yes

The	applicant	is	the: Owner

Petitioner	Name

Petitioner	Address VA

Petitioner	Phone

Petitioner	Email

Signature	Data First	Name:	Mark
Last	Name:	Willard
Email	Address:	virginia.architect@gmail.com

Signed	at:	September	1,	2020	11:23am	America/New_York



Representative	Name Mark	Willard

Firm	Name Richard	Morris 	Architecture,	LLC

Address 10	Ninth	Street
Lynchburg
VA
24504

Phone 4342090618

Email virginia.architect@gmail.com

Preference	for	COA
approval/denial	delivery	(select
one):

Mail	to	address

Who	should	we	call	to	notify	for
pickup	or	mail	the	COA	to?

Representative

Please	give	a	detailed	description
and	justification	for	the	alteration,
demolition	or	new	construction:
(this	form	must	be	accompanied
by	the	necessary	drawings,
material	samples,	photographs,
plans	and	other	materials
appropriate	to	the	request.	Failure
to	provide	supporting
documentation	will	result	in	the
request	not	being	scheduled	for
review	by	the	HPC)

This	application	is 	to	ask	permiss ion	to	demolish	the	rear	two	story,	clapboard	addition	and
replace	it	with	a	one	story	addition.	There	is 	an	original	one	story	brick	section	in	the	center	that
we	are	leaving.	The	new	addition	will	have	a	standing	metal	roof	and	will	protrude	4''-0"	beyond
the	original	brick	extension	to	create	two	enclosed	entries.	One	for	the	sunroom	and	one	for	the
breakfast	area.	The	windows	in	the	addition	will	meet	the	Secretary	of	the	Interior''s 	Standards
for	Historic	Rehabilitation	and	will	be	aluminum	clad	on	the	exterior	(profile	per	plan).	The	frieze
above	the	porch	windows	will	be	layered	as	drawn	and	approximately	18"	to	22"	in	height.	The
soffit	will	protrude	12"	to	16"	above	the	frieze	with	half	round	gutters.	The	corner	boards	will	be
10"	pilasters	with	Doric	capitals 	and	bases.	Below	the	windows	will	be	raised	panels .	Trim	work
will	be	done	with	a	composite	material	that	will	be	painted	to	resemble	"wood"	(non-textured).
Foundation	to	be	brick	to	match	existing	house.	

All	the	rear,	second	story	windows	were	removed	by	a	previous	owner	and	the	original	masonry
openings	have	been	rebuilt.	The	replacement	windows	will	be	manufactured	to	match	the
existing	windows	in	the	main	house	(s ix	over	one),	but	will	be	aluminum	clad.	

In	addition	to	the	above	work,	because	of	security	reasons	and	an	awkward	configuration,	we
would	like	to	remove	the	exterior	brick	stairway	(rear).	This 	would	be	replaced	with	an	enclosed
bulkhead.	This 	would	not	only	resolve	the	security	issue,	but	also	mitigate	the	infiltration	of
moisture.

Nature	of	Request	(check	all	that
apply)

New	Construction/Addition
Demolition

Indicate	what	supporting
documentation	is	being	provided:

Building	Plans
Photographs

Upload	File(s) https://seam.ly/SHF8lex6
scan01266.pdf
https://seam.ly/qHj8vUYj
IMG_9446.jpg

Will	there	be	a	problem
completing	the	work	within
twenty-four	(24)	months?

No

If	yes,	please	explain	why	work
cannot	be	completed	in	twenty-
four	(24)	months.
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